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1. HANDLE/GRIP:
The soft grip provides comfort to the ergonomic and easy to use handles as well as offering
colour contrast for those with visual difficulties.
2. MAGNETIC CLOSURES:
Strong magnetic strips and durable water seals enhance the opening and closing functions.
3. LOCKING HANDLE:
Unique and robust ergonomic locking handles ensure ease of operation and offer colour
contrast for those with visual difficulties.
4 & 5 . RISE & FALL HINGE SYSTEM:
Resilient parts offer added strength to the bi-directional 180 degrees rise & fall hinge
system. The doors lock into position when fully open.
6. WATER SEALS:
Quadruple dam bottom seals with incorporated water deflection flippers provide better
water retention and a unique water seal which is superior to commonly used systems.

7. POLE CEILING CONNECTION:
Optional ceiling mounted full height 2.4m (special heights available) curtain support pole.
8. CURTAINS:
White weighted 2m drop as a standard. Available in 2m and 2.4m widths (depending on
enclosure size). Durable polyester. Curtains can be easily washed.
9. CURTAIN RAILS:
Curtain rails available in Platinum Grey (Evolution® Chrome) and White (Evolution®
White).
10. EVOLUTION® CLEAR:
Contemporary Chrome or White finish with 4mm toughened/security glass panels that
conforms to BS EN 12600:2002 for impact test method and classification.
11. EVOLUTION® FROST:
Contemporary Chrome or White finish with lightweight polycarbonate panels, stronger than
any other commonly used panel material in the market, conforming to ISO Charpy impact
test method.
12. SOAP HOLDER:
Our beautifully finished Chrome Soap Holder is made from stainless steel and doubles as a
robust support bracket for any fixed panel that does not have a pole.
13. COMPENSATORS:
Both standard and XL compensators allow adjustment of +7/-20mm. Standard compensators
depth 44mm. XL (optional) compensators depth 94mm.
14. FULL HEIGHT POLE TO CURTAIN RAIL:
Pole to Curtain Rail mounting bracket (2.01m) where the pole is adjacent to the Curtain
Rail.
15. POLE MOUNT SCISSOR BRACKET:
Pole to Curtain Rail mounting scissor bracket where the pole is in the corner of the
enclosure.

